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Abstract. Evidence of corotating ions which appear to be
primarily S++ and O +* has been discoveredin data from the
Pioneer 10 plasma analyzer, recorded as the spacecraft moved

inwardfrom6.9 to 5.4 Rj duringits encounter
with Jupiterin

1973. H * or He ** ionsor other light ionsare alsoobservedduring
this time. The Pioneer 10 plasma profile shows a relative
variation with radial distanceremarkably similar to the Voyager

density
profile.
Bothshowa well-defined
peak•allingoffsteeply
toward Jupiter and gradually decreasingaway from Jupiter. The
Pioneer 10 plasma data are also consistent with a constant

temperature
plasmafor at least0.5 Rj outsideIo's orbit. A
radially inward deflectionfrom strict corotationis also evident in
our data. Our detailed analysis of the Pioneer 10 plasma
instrument's behavior and data in the inner Jovian magnetosphereindicates that the aboveresults are not seriouslydistorted
by radiation background.The previousstudy of Pioneer 10 data
of the inner Jovian magnetosphere(Frank et al., 1976) did not
include the particular telemetered values from which our
detection of these ions has been inferred.
Introduction

We have recently re-examined the data recorded by the Pioneer 10 plasma analyzers in the inner magnetosphereof Jupiter,
and we have discovered a number of significant characteristics
which are evidencefor a variety of plasmaphenomenanot reported to date. This note will concentrateon the most spectacularof
these new Jovian plasma results, the in-situ detection of the Io
plasma torus in December 1973. The basis of these results
involves analyzing the data from the outer collectors of the
plasma analyzer. These collectors view the direction of corotation.

The fact that the Jovian system is variable has been well
establishedon the basis of remote observationsof radio, optical
and ultra-violet emissionsfrom the inner magnetosphereand Io
torus region. However, the only spacecraftto traverse the torus
were Pioneer 10 and Voyager 1. Comparisonof the Pioneer and
Voyager in-situ observations can provide very significant insights since the Voyager observations in 1979 were obtained
during a period of apparently more activity in the inner magnetosphere(perhapsin associationwith more volcanicactivity on Io)
than during the time of the 1973 in-situ Pioneer 10 observations.
The Pioneer observationswere also obtained over a wider range
of latitudes in the Jovian magnetosphere.

collectorscover an angular range of __+70
ø from the centerlineof
the instrument, the centerlinebeing parallel to the spacecraft's
axis of rotation. Figure I shows how the trajectory on the
inbound pass and the orientation of the spacecraftaxis toward
the earth combinedto bring the corotation direction within the
field of view of collectorsI and 5 by the time Pioneer 10 reached
the vicinity of Io's orbit. As each half-spacecraftrotation is
divided into 256 equal sectors,and only the readingsfrom the
sector with the highest single reading are transmitted, the
azimuthal direction of the peak of a distribution that is quite
deflectedfrom the centerlineis determinedby the analyzerwithin
about a degree.
Figure 2 showsa sequenceof the ion energy per unit charge
E/Q spectra that were obtained from the data on collectors I and
5 from 2208 UT (GRT -- Ground Received Time) to 2330 UT on
December3, 1973. These spectraare similar to those published
previously, for example in association with Pioneer 7 observations of the extendedgeomagnetictail (Intriligator et al., 1979).
The data from 2208 UT, the first data cycle after an hour-long
gap, clearly show a discernablespectrum. The enhancedcurrents
shownin Figure 2 are preciselyfrom the direction expectedfor
corotating ions during the period from 2208 UT (GRT) to 2330
UT on December3, 1973, over a radial range from 6.9 to 5.4 R•.
The energy spectra show a smooth Maxwelljan-like distribution
suggestinga single dominant ion specieswith a temperature of
dozensof eV, or several hundred thousanddegreesK.
Figure 3 showstwo compositespectra near 6.1 R• obtained
by combining the spectra recordedat 2246 and 2251 UT. Curve
#1 indicatesthe compositespectrumfrom collectorI obtained by
combiningthe spectra obtained at 2246 and 2251 UT shown in
Figure 2. Curve #2 is a similar composite from collector 2
obtained at the same time as curve #1. The spectra obtained at
the same time on collectors5 and 4 are very similar to curves #1
and #2, respectively. Curve #2 shows evidence for another
particle population. Comparisonof curve #2 with curve #1 shows
that the spectrumin curve #2 peaks at roughly half the energy
associatedwith the peak in curve #1. Also, as indicated by the
differencein the vertical scalesfor curves#1 and #2, the peak in
curve #2 is much less intense than the peak of the spectrum in
curve #1. Collectors

2 and 4 are inner collectors

much farther

from the expected corotation direction (see Figure 1). The
differencein the energy associatedwith the peak current in the
two spectra implies that the particles detected on the inner

Observations

The first analysis of the Pioneer 10 plasma probe observations near the Io orbit focused attention

on the data from the

central sun-orientedcollector. Here we study the data from the
outer collectors(whichcouldsamplecorotatingplasma),and we
show that as Pioneer 10 moved inward past the orbit of Io,
plasma currents which were far enhancedover any background
were alternately detectedon the outermostcollectors(collectors1
and 5) of the medium resolution analyzer as the spacecraftrotated. Figure I shows the inbound Pioneer 10 trajectory and indicates

the

fields

of view

of the five

current

collectors

in the

medium resolution detector (Detector B) of the Pioneer 10 Ames

Fig. 1. Projections
of the inboundtrajectoryof Pioneer10 ontothe
eclipticplaneduringJupiterencounter
in 19"13.
The projection
of the
five fans of acceptance
of the five currentcollectors
in the medium
resolution
plasmaanalyzer(DetectorB) is shown.It is clearfromthis
figurethat thecorotation
direction
iswithinthefieldofviewoftheouter

ResearchCenter plasma analyzer. As explainedin more detail in
Frank et al., 1976, the Pioneer 10 plasma analyzer's five current
•Also affiliated

with USC

collectors(collectorsI and 5) by the time Pioneer10 reachedthe orbit of
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Fig. 2. Ion energyperunit charge(E/Q)spectrameasured
at Pioneer10 in thevicinityof Io duringthe spacecraft's
inbound
trajectory
onDecember
3, 1973.Thesespectra
weremeasured
ontheoutercollectors
(collectors
1 and5).Thesespectra
areclear
evidencefor at least one particle populationin this region.

collectors are not merely the outer fringe of the distribution
detected on collectors I and 5, but a different population -different in mass,charge,temperature,or speed.It appearslikely
that this distribution is moving in approximately the same
direction,but has a lower density than the main populationseen
on the outer collectors. Thus the main part of this second
population probably impinges on collectors i and 5 but its
signature is buried in the more intense current associatedwith
the first population, and 6nly the outer fringes of the second
population appear on collectors 2 and 4. As discussedin the

following section,we suggestthat the spectrumin curve #1 is due
to corotating S++ and the spectrum in curve #2 is due to
corotatingO++.
A closeexamination of the data provides someindications of
additional ion detections. The upper edge of a sufficiently warm
distribution of light ions would be above the instrument's energy
threshold. There appears to be evidencein a few channelsat the
lowest energiesof a few spectra for the intermittent presenceof
corotating hydrogen or helium ions or other light ions in the
vicinity of the Io torus (e.g. at 5.4, 5.9, and 6.8 Rj). Similarly,
some other ion spectra show high energy shoulders or peaks
which suggest the presenceof some corotating ion or ions with
higher E/Q ratios than S++. Finally, there are occasionalhints in
somespectra of a high energy tail extending to at least 4800 V,

i•'1 (S++
?)

the upperlimit of the instrument'senergyscans.This tail could
representeither a low density of even heavier ions or a tenuous
hot populationof one or more of the ionswhich we observein the
colder, higher density peaks (shownin the figures above).These
more subtle detectionsappear in several spectra implying that
they are not merely the result of random fluctuations in the

•

intensities
ofthemore
obvious
ions.

, , , , , , , , ,
400
- 20 ø

•1 shows
•hecomposite
spectrum
ob•ined
from
co•e•or
I (anouter

co•Wr)
bycombi•n•
•he
sp•raobtained
a•2246
and
2251
UTshown

in Fibre 2. Cu•e •2 shows
•hecomposite
s•ctmm obtained
a• •he
sametime from collator 2 (an inner collector),with an acceptance
fan
muchfartherfromthe expect• corotationd•ection(seeFibre 1).(The
spec•a ob•ined at the sa•

time on collectors5 (ouSt) and 4 (inner)•e

ve• si•lar to cu•es gl and •2, res•ctively.) A comparisonof the
spectra in cu•es •1 and •2 in•cates that the spect•m (cu•e •1)
obtained on the outer collector is more intense and peaks at
approxima•ly twice the ener• of the spect•m (cu•e •2) obtainedon
the inner collector.It appe•s •ely that the morein•nse spect•m

(cu•e •1) is ass•iatedwith S++ andtheotherspect•m (cu•e •2) with
0++ (s• Discussionin •xt).
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Fig. 4. Radial profiles of the peak ion currents associatedwith the ion
spectrain the vicinity of Io duringthe Pioneer10 passagein 1973.These
peak ionscurrentsprovidea roughestimateof the relativevariationsof
the associatedion densities.Curve #1, therefore,providesa rough
estimateof the relative ion densitymeasuredon collector1 whichmay
be associated
with M/Q -- 16 and, similarly,curve#2 providesa rough
indicationof the relativeion densitymeasuredon collector2 whichmay

be associatedwith M/Q = 8. Curves #1 and #2 have linear scales.
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the same mass-chargeratio and the same speed, such as
corotatingS++ and O+. Furthermore,the instrument'sability to
separatedifferentionpopulationscloselyspacedin E/Q is limited
by a combinationof instrument resolution,the temperaturesof
the populations,and the relative abundancesof the populations.
In view of the VoyagerUV reports(Broadfootet al., 1979;Sandel
et al., 1979)of the Io torus, the plausibleidentificationsare S++
and O + for E/Q = 16 and O ++ for E/Q = 8. The lower apparent
density of O++ relative to S++ or O+ is consistentwith the
Voyager (Broadfootet al., 1979 and Sandel et al., 1979) and
ground-based(Brown, 1976, 1978)estimates of the temperature
of the Io torus combinedwith the high (35 eV) ionization energy
neededto convert O + to O ++ (Leighton, 1959).
It is possible, of course, that these peaks represent higher
ionization

states of heavier

elements

or molecules.

Neither

our

spectra nor the available Voyager data provide a basis for inferring that large quantities of elementsheavierthan oxygenand
sulfur are present,and the available UV, ion, and electronspectra

%
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Io Plasma Torus

14,1

do not indicate

• I00

the solar corona-like

conditions

that

would

be

needed to produce very high states of ionization. Thus it is
possibleto restrict considerationto a small range of ion species.
The following considerationssuggest that S++ is the dominant

o

ion in these observations.
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Fig. 5. Relative comparison(on a logarithmic scale)betweenthe Pioneer
10 and Voyager I density results (Bagenal and Sullivan, 1981). The
Pioneer10 data are the peak currents shownin curve #1 in Figure 4. The
PLS points showthe derivedion chargedensity and the PRA data show
the electron density. For clarity we have chosento vertically separate
the Pioneer10 points from the Voyager points. The exact density values
have not yet been determined.

In Figure 4 curves #1 and #2 show the peak current as a
functionof time of the two particlepopulations,collector1 (S++?)
and collector2 (O++?),respectively.Theseestimatesare basedon
the peak currentin eachenergycyclewhen eachpopulationis
detectedunambiguously.Thesepeak currentsprovidea measure
of the relative variations in ion density as a function of time. A

comparisonof Figures2 and curve#1 in Figure 4, showsthe
qualitativeeffectiveness
of this methodof obtainingrelativeion
density estimates.

In Figure 5, we comparethe Pioneer10 peak currentsshown
in curve#1 in Figure 4, with the Voyagerdensitiesderivedfrom
the PRA and PLS instruments (Bagenal and Sullivan, 1981)
where the PRA

densities are electron densities and the PLS

densities are their revised ion densities. Figure 5 shows a
remarkable resemblancebetween the Pioneer 10 and the Voyager

profiles, with a well-definedpeak falling off steeply with
decreasingradial distanceinside of ~ 5.7 Rj and dropping off
graduallywith increasing
radialdistanceoutwardfromthispeak.
With respectto morequantitative comparisons,
we must caution
that we do not yet knowthe exactnormalizationof the Pioneer10
data. Sincethe shapesimilarity is sogreat we chosenot to draw

where B(v,p,a) is the differential flux as a function of particle
speed v, and the azimuthal (a) and polar (p) angles of particle
motion. Here s is the speed,and ao, Po the direction angles of
convection. Evaluating this function gives the width of the
distribution at any value below the maximum, in electronvolts
for the width in energy or in degreesfor the angular width. These
widths vary inversely with the mass of the particles, and the
angular widths also decreasewith increasing convection speed.
However, as inspectionof the formula shows,the angular width
doesnot dependon charge.Therefore,O+ and O ++ distributions
of similar temperatures and flow directions would have similar
angular extents, whereas an S++ distribution under the same
conditionswould be only about half as wide, measuringthe width
at, for example, 0.5 of the maximum. If we considerthe actual
widths

of an

S distribution

and

an O distribution

at

a

temperatureof 2 x 106 K, traveling at 57 km/sec(the speedof
corotating ions near Io's L-shell near the magnetic equator
relative to the tangential componentof the spacecraftvelocity)
we find widths of 8 ø and 16 ø, respectively.Consideringthat the
corotational direction is 12 ø from the outer edge of the field of
view (FOV) and that the outermost detectors extend inward 7.5 ø

from the outer edgeof the FOV, it is clear that neither speciesin
any charge state should have been detectable on an inner
collectorif the motion were strictly corotational.The boundary
between the fields of view of the outermost collectors (collectors 1
and 5) and the inner collectors (collectors 2 and 4) for the

distribution parameters given above is about 5 standard
deviations from the center of a strictly corotating oxygen
distribution

and 10 standard

deviations

from the center of a

strictly corotatingsulfur distribution.
As describedabove, the actual distribution of the heavy ions
Discussion
is observedonly on the outermost collectors,while the lighter
ions are observedon the inner collectors.An approximate calculA. Ion Identification
ation of possibledistributionsindicatesthat, assumingmassesof
The energyof the peak currentsin thesespectrais near the
32 and 16, the observedresultscanbe producedby a ratio of light
ions to heavy onesof 2:1, and deflection from corotation of 19 ø if
sumof the bulk kineticenergyand the meanthermalenergy,so
both species have the same flow direction. Alternatively, a
assumingcorotation,the spectrain curves#1 and #2 of Figure 3
density ratio of 1:1, and a deflection from corotation of 22.5 o
are consistentwith E/Q ratios of 16 and 8, respectively.The
plasma analyzer separatesparticlesonly by energy-to-charge couldproducetheseresults.Thus, the available information does
not give a unique determination of the density ratio and defiecratios (E/Q), so that it is not possibleto separateparticleswith
them superimposedin Figure 5.
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tion, but doesindicatethat plausiblevaluesare consistentwith
the data.

Our analyses indicate that the departure from corotation
results primarily from a radially inward componentof motion.
The polar componentis very slight.
Summarizingthe speciesidentificationconsiderations,
while
the ions with M/Q -- 16 couldbe either S++ or O+, the difference
in width of the two particle distributionsdetectedindicatesthat
the ions on the outer collectorsare genuinelyheavier than the
oneswith M/Q = 8 on the innercollectors.Thus,if the ionson the
inner collectorsare O ++, the oneson the outer collectorsare predominatelyS++. PresumablysomeO+ is present,as impliedby
the O + + ions.

We alsonote that the regionof highestO++ densitycoincides
with the region of highest S++ density, and both are near the time
of crossingof the Io L-shell as calculatedfrom the D3 model of
the Jovian magnetosphere (Smith et al., 1975; Kivelson and
Winge, 1976).
While we have not presentedin detail our light ion detections
which might be H + or He ++ or other ions, we note that they are
present intermittently through the Io torus and do not strongly
suggest emissionfrom I o.
As illustrated in Figure 5, the radial profile of the estimated
relative ion density from our Pioneer 10 plasma analyzer correspondsqualitatively with the densitiesfrom the Voyager results
(Warwick et al., 1979, Bagenaland Sullivan, 1981).Also, as illustrated in Figure 2 the Pioneer 10 ion spectra appear to be consistent with a relatively constantion temperaturethrough much

oftheoutertorusat leastfrom~ 2222UT ( ~6.6Rj)to • 2251UT
(~6.1 Rs).The Voyagerplasmaexperimenters
(Bagenaland
Sullivan, 1981) have reported a constanttemperaturein the outer
torus.

B. Instrumental

Effects

We have recently analyzed the instrument behavior in detail
by careful comparisonof the ion data obtained under the most
intenseradiation (summarizedin plate 1 of Frank et al., 1976•,the
simultaneouselectrondata (unpublishedto date), and the manufacturer's circuit diagrams (also unpublished),so it is now possible to determine that the instrument was not severelyaffected
by radiation in the Io torus.
The peak currents of our spectradetectedin the I o torus are
some50 times the apparentbackgroundin the Io torus. They are,
at least, five times the highest reading from the time of most
intense radiation. Also, they are much larger than the currents
detected near the orbit of Io on the outbound trajectory, when
corotating ions are not in the field of view of the instrument. Currents in these spectra are highly dependenton the energy which
the instrument is set to accept,as shownin Figures 2 and 3. This
could only occurif a true plasma distribution were entering the
instrument aperture. This is unlike the unquestionableradiation
effects closer to Jupiter. Therefore, all of our analysis of the
Pioneerdata and instrumentaleffects,particularly in light of the
subsequent observations of the inner Jovian magnetosphere
(Kupo et al., Broadfoot et al., 1979, Bagenal and Sullivan, 1981)
leave no doubt that the Pioneer 10 plasma analyzer detected
genuinecorotating ions.
Frank et al., 1976 focused attention on the data from the

centercollector(collector3). We seesomeevidenceof light ionsat
the lowest energieson collector3, but all the more obviousheavy
ion detectionsappear on collectors1,2,4, and 5, as illustrated in
Figures 2 and 3. The ion currentswe are analyzingare morethan
five times larger than the highest reading from the time of most
intenseradiation which was the time interval analyzedby Frank
et aL

Conclusions

The Pioneer 10 observationspresented above demonstrate
that the instrumentation was actually surprisingly effective in
obtaining information on the heavy ion populationin the Jovian

10 Detected

Io Plasma Torus

magnetosphere.
We have shownthat the Pioneer10 plasmaanalyzer directly detecteda broadregionof significantplasmadensity surroundingthe orbit of Io. Our analysesindicate that two
corotatingion populationsare clearlydetectedovera broadinterval. These observations are consistent with identification as S ++

and O++.Our analysesalsoimply a raidally inward deflectionfrom.
strict corotation of these ions. We have found evidence of a rela-

tively constanttemperatureof the ions between~ 6.1 Rs and
~ 6.6 Rs.We have also foundintermittent evidenceof corotating
H + or He ++ or other light ions.
The 1973 Pioneer 10 ion observationspresentedabove have
numerousqualitative similaritiesto the Voyager observationsin
1979. The shapesof the radial profilesare similar, as shownin

Figure 5. The way they both showa rapid decreasetowardJupiter and a slowerdecreaseaway from Jupiter suggeststhat sucha
densityprofile may be a persistentfeature of Io's plasmatorus.
However, the Voyager peak is at ~5.7 Rs and the Pioneer10 peak

is at ~ 6 Rj (2257UT). ThePioneer10 andVoyage•observations
both indicate that the temperaturewas approximatelyconstant
over a wide radial distance.

More quantitative analysesof the Pioneer 10 observations
will be publishedin the future. Quantitative comparisonswith
the Voyagerdata shouldhelp us understandthe differencesbetween conditions in December, 1973 and March, 1979 and may

provide increasedinsight into the large temporal variability
(Mekler and Eviatar, 1980) of the plasma content of the Io torus.
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